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A podcast that celebrates and analyzes the films
of Gene Wilder, one minute at a time
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The Wilder Ride is a podcast that celebrates and analyzes the films of Gene
Wilder primarily, while covering other films as off-season content.
We invite a wide range of guests, from varying ages, backgrounds and
experiences to participate in each episode.
We use the movies-by-minutes format, where each episode is dedicated to
only looking at one minute of the movie.
Episodes range in length from 20-60 minutes, with an average of 40
minutes each. Bonus episodes run 30 minutes to 2 ½ hours.

Background








The concept for the show came up after the passing of Gene Wilder.
Where most movies-by-minutes podcasts focus on a franchise, we are
focusing on the filmography of actor Gene Wilder.
Our 1st season, Young Frankenstein, launched on March 25, 2018 and
ended on August 20, 2018.
Our 2nd season, Blazing Saddles, launched on February 25, 2019 and ended
on July 4, 2019.
Our 3rd season, Silver Streak, is expected to launch on February 24, 2020.
We have bonus episodes, including interviews with actress Beverly
D’Angelo, Actor Burton Gilliam and biographer Brian Scott Mednick.
We have off-season content, primarly through our Patreon page,
generating revenue to offset the cost of producting the podcast.

Listeners run the gamut for age, ethnicity, gender and socio-economic
background.
Our top five countries for listeners: the United States, the UK,
Australia, Canada and Italy.
We have listeners in every continent, save for Antarctica; Approaching
50,000 downloads.

Online/Social Media








Website – TheWilderRide.com
Facebook – Facebook.com/TheWilderRide
Twitter – Twitter.com/TheWilderRide
Instagram – Instagram.com/TheWilderRide
YouTube – YouTube.com/TheWilderRide
Patreon – Patreon.com/TheWilderRide
TeePublic – TeePublic.com/user/TheWilderRide

Pod-catchers








Apple Podcasts
Google Play
Stitcher
YouTube
iHeart Radio
TuneIn Radio
And many more…

Media Contacts



Alan Sanders or Walt Murray
TheWilderRide@gmail.com

he knew it would be a “wild” podcast. Plus, it would
focus on the body of work of an actor, rather than a
franchise.

The Wilder
Ride is a
podcast that
celebrates and
analyzes the films of Gene Wilder. We do this by looking at
only one minute of the movie at a time. Additionally, we
invite a wide range of guests to join in our conversation.
Our show exists to entertain and engage the listener with
trivia, discussion, fun-facts and some behind-the-scenes
stories. Though entertainment is our priority, if you
accidentally learn something along the way, that’s okay too.

It started after Gene Wilder’s passing, when
host Alan Sanders awoke from a vivid dream. He had
previously been a guest on another podcast using the
movies-by-minutes format and found it fascinating. Other
podcasts using that style were dedicated to film
franchises like Star Wars, Indiana Jones, Back to the
Future, etc. Soon after the death of Gene Wilder, Alan
dreamt of calling the podcast “The Wilder Ride” because

Hosts Alan Sanders and Walt Murray have
diverse backgrounds, but share many mutual interests,
especially relating to film, television and entertainment.
Alan has a background in radio, film and video. He has
been the recipient of four Georgia Association of
Broadcasters Awards thus far in his radio career, two for
Best Show and two for Best On-Air Personality. Walt’s
claim to fame is sitting down and chatting with JJ
Abrams while working on the set of Star Trek Into
Darkness. He is a private detective by day, giving him a
wealth of fun stories to tell, though changing the names
to protect the stupid.

Our listeners run the gamut for age, gender,
economic background and ethnicity. Our audience is so
diverse because the love of Gene Wilder and his films
cuts across those same demographics. Our top five
countries for episode downloads are The United States,
the UK, Australia, Canada and Italy. We have listeners in
every continent and are approaching 50,000 downloads.

 Email – TheWilderRide@gmail.com

Where to listen to our podcast is as simple as looking
at the most popular pod-catchers and we are likely there.
We are on Apple Podcasts, Google Play, Spotify, TuneIn
Radio, iHeartRadio, Stitcher, YouTube, Himalaya, Deezer
and Radio.com. Our RSS feed is used by many other podcatchers, so just search for The Wilder Ride in your favorite
one and you are likely going to find us.

Where else can you find us? We were lucky to
discover that the name of our podcast wasn’t being used
anywhere else. This means our branding is always centered
around our full name: The Wilder Ride. This includes the
following:








Website – TheWilderRide.com
Facebook – Facebook.com/TheWilderRide
Twitter – Twitter.com/TheWilderRide
Instagram – Instagram.com/TheWilderRide
YouTube – YouTube.com/TheWilderRide
Patreon – Patreon.com/TheWilderRide
TeePublic – TeePublic.com/user/TheWilderRide

We also have a private Listeners Group on Facebook for
those who want to engage with us and other listeners to
our podcast. It is accessed through our public Facebook
page by clicking on the “Join Group” button. Applicants
just answer a couple of easy questions (confirming they
are not a bot) and follow some basic rules. We only want
to promote friendly discussions of Gene Wilder, his films
and other movies, as well as television and
entertainment news. There are plenty of other places to
go to for discussions on relgion or politics.

Support the show by visiting our TeePublic store
for show related merchandise. Listeners can also help
fund ongoing production costs of our show by becoming
a patron through our Patreon page. We have several
tiers of support and with each higher option, we provide
additional rewards or incentives. Moreover, there is
always need for ratings and reviews of our show, which
does not cost anything. Plus, we encourage everyone to
like, share, follow and recommend our show to their
friends, family and followers.

What have people been saying? Here are a
handful of reviews from people who have listened to the
show, which still has a 5.0 rating with 41 reviews on Apple
Podcasts:
 - Troubleonwheels
Truly great
I will pay the ultimate compliment to this podcast. They use good
equipment so it sounds great. And the content is spectacular. It's like
listening to your friends sitting around and talking about movies, but just
listening. Easy to listen to, and they deliver the goods.

 - MAtlanta2013
Great listen and lots of fun
Alan Sanders and Walt Murray do an amazing job bringing out the most
minute details of the films of the late great Gene Wilder and making
them an interesting and entertaining listening experience. They take
great care to find a wide variety of guests to cover all aspects of their
content and to discuss the genius of greats like Mel Brooks, Harvey
Korman, Madeline Kahn, Marty Feldman, Cleavon Little, Richard Pryor,
Slim Pickens, and many more. Well worth subscribing and liking on
Facebook too!

 - Captain Cornflake
Writer
It plays like a lit fuse torching bright to the climatic conclusion. The
Wilder Ride is THE place for Gene Wilder fans. A fun and informative

podcast that focuses on all things Wilder, from the dazzlingly
brilliant Blazing Saddles to the genius of The Woman in Red, and
Young Frankenstein. The hosts: Alan Sanders and Walt Murray
leave no stone unturned in their mission to explore the depth and
humanity so evident in Gene Wilder's masterful movies. Drop by
and listen to their podcast today. But be warned––this stuff is
addictive.

 - RappaNewbie
Not just for Gene Wilder fans
As part of the Movies by Minutes family, this show is another in a
long list of highly entertaining podcasts. I stopped listening to music
in the car years ago; it’s now all podcasts all the time. Alan and
Walt deliver high quality amusements with every episode. If you're
not yet a Gene Wilder fan, you will become one by subscribing and
listening to the show. Keep up the great work guys!

 - Kompis av programmet
A lot of fun
Alan & Walt take a fabulous movie & make it even funnier with their
take on it. The banter between the two is great & prepare yourself
to take rides on their tangent trains of thought too. Keep it up, guys!

 - ShiveringKing8
Great Chemistry and Great Movies!
Alan and Walt have great chemistry and are a blast to listen to, so
it's lucky for us they've picked some awesome movies to discuss!
Great podcast!

 - SmithersJr
Fun and informative
What a fun look at Gene Wilder's films! I appreciate the research
and love these guys have for this Gene's work!

Biographies
I like ‘guy’ things:
sports, video
games, women,
dogs, drinking,
football, shooting
guns, war movies,
action movies, scifi movies and
playing the hero. I
am a red-blooded,
American male
through-andAlan J. Sanders

through. It’s just
who I am.

But, I have another side as well. I have a deep and
entrenched creative side, which started with writing and
evolved to include acting and radio. As a result, I have
appeared in nearly 100 stage shows, been involved in
dozens of motion pictures, including two independent
features currently available on Amazon Prime.

I have also been in broadcast radio for nearly 20 years,
covering a wide range of subjects. Thus far, I have been
honored to receive four GAB Awards from the Georgia
Association of Broadcasters: Two for Best On-Air
Personality and two for Best Talk Show. At this point in
my career, I am a regular fill-in host for one of the
largest talk stations in the country, 95.5 WSB and AM750. It’s been a wild ride so far.
One last thing. I would be remiss if I didn’t close with a
dedication and a shout out to my wife and four
daughters. They put up with a lot from me and I could
not be more blessed to be surrounded by such amazing,
smart, witty and snarky women. They are my everything
and they inspire me to never settle for doing anything
less than my very best.
You can find me on Twitter @AlanJSanders and my
public Facebook page is The Alan Sanders Show.

Biographies
I’m a native of
Georgia who,
through unforeseen
circumstances, has
had the opportunity
to live in Ohio and
Mississippi.
Additionally, I have
been able to spend
extended periods of
time in Europe, Asia
and Yellowstone
National Park.
Walt Murray
Having grown up in a home where my mom was an
educator and my dad was an FBI Agent, I had the privilege
of being blessed with an environment that valued learning,
creativity and a sense of curiosity.

first into opportunities that have landed me on the
outskirts of the entertainment industry. Several years
ago I was fortunate enough to outshine many entrants
and win a random drawing, affording me a walk-on roll
in the JJ Abrams film, Star Trek: Into Darkness.
Capturing the momentum of this achievement led me to
the job of fill-in co-host of the BK on the Air radio show.
Dipping my toe in the radio industry made me eager to
look for more opportunities and in early 2018 I was
offered the chance to co-host The Wilder Ride, Getting
Wilder by the Minute, a podcast devoted to the movies
of Gene Wilder. Being a life-long fan of Gene Wilder,
combined with my new found interest in radio and
podcasting, made the decision to accept an easy one! I
am looking forward to exploring the films Gene Wilder
left for us to enjoy.
My wife and I live in Georgia where we have served as
foster and adoptive parents and are raising several
daughters and dogs.
You can find me on Twitter @waltmurray

After completing my undergraduate degree from Kennesaw
State University, I embarked on a path that let me to the
greatest job I could have ever thought of — being a Private
Investigator. I have also managed to fall face

or vlog wants to use it. We would provide a customized
open and/or closing for them, so it would flow with their
format. If you are an entertainment minded show, we’d
love for you to consider adding The Wilder Ride’s Flash
Briefing as a recurring segment.
Also, if you have relevant news you’d like us to consider
adding to our Flash Briefing, simply email us at
TheWilderRide@gmail.com with your news. Keep in
mind, we cannot use everything, but we will do all we
can to include as much as possible.

Our weekly Flash Briefing through Alexa and other
typical pod-catchers allows listeners to get a short newscast
as only The Wilder Ride can deliver. Our focus is on
podcasting news as well as entertainment and other
“geeky” subjects relevant to our own show. We created this
weekly mini-podcast with humor in mind, interspersing the
news items with a lot of sound bites. The news is still
relevant (nothing made up), but the delivery is quick and
meant to be less than 10 minutes. We can also adapt this
weekly Flash Briefing if another news outlet, podcast, blog

Since our Flash Briefing was initially created to be
compatible with your Alexa enabled devices, adding our
Flash Briefing is as simple as 1-2-3:
1. Open the Alexa app on your phone or tablet.
2. Search the Skills section for “The Wilder Ride.”
3. Activate the skill.
That’s it! Then all you have to do is say, “Alexa, play my
Flash Briefing,” and away we go. Our newscast is
designed to come out first thing Monday morning to
start your workweek off with a little fun, humor and
information.

